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Enzyme innovations
from the Arctic
your OEM partner to deliver novel solutions
for genomics and proteomics

HEAT LABILE

COLD ACTIVE

SALT TOLERANT

UNIQUE SPECIFICITY



Enabling Partner Success and
Innovation Through Custom
Enzymatic Solutions

ArcticZymes supplies innovative technologies and
solutions to commercial partners around the world. With 
over 25 years of manufacturing, development, and
partnership experience, we are dedicated to OEM and 
B2B custom solutions. Our focus is to provide flexible 
solutions delivered under strict quality standards.

Commitment to Quality

ArcticZymes (a subsidiary within Biotec Pharmacon 
ASA) is dedicated to improving the quality of our
products, services, skills, and processes. The parent 
organization manages a rigorous quality system
including Quality Assurance, Personnel, Raw Material 
Supply, and Infrastructure. We are certified according to 
ISO 9001:2008, while the sister organization is
certified according to ISO 13485:2003 standards.  

Enzyme Discovery and
Development Expertise

ArcticZymes is expert in the discovery and
commercialization of novel and unique enzymes sourced 
from the marine Arctic. We assess biological resources, 
employ a screening facility, and a custom bioinformatics 
pipeline to harvest the best enzymes from nature. We 
also specialize in downstream engineering of enzymes to 
enhance specific characteristics. Examples of such
characteristics include; heat lability (without the loss of 
target activity), wide range of salt tolerance, and low 
temperature activation.

Manufacturing Scale and
Logistic Solutions

Our production facility is scalable and has the ability to 
manufacture specialty molecular grade enzymes on a 
gram scale. The production team has developed an
expertise in the use of E. coli and P. pastoris expression 
systems. Furthermore, we understand the need to deliver 
robust products with lot-to-lot consistency in custom and 
flexible formats within a reasonable time to align with our 
partners’ demanding manufacturing schedules. In addition, we supply a range 
of standard off-the-shelf bulk OEM products/formulations for fast and
convenient supply. Accordingly, ArcticZymes has established four logistic hubs 
to secure an uninterrupted flow of product to our partners. At present the three 
sites; Tromsø (NOR), Plymouth Meeting (US), and Joure (NLD) are able to store 
and ship products overnight to our partners in the North America and Europe. 
In addition, ArcticZymes has partnered with agents in Asia.


